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Dear Clare 
 

Financial Assistance Rates (FAR) Review 
 
1. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the discussion paper proposing changes to 

the Financial Assistance Rates (FAR) Review Stage Two, and also thank you for the 
extension of time to 6 May 2013. 
 
Summary 

2. The AA suggests that changes to the maintenance FAR should take the status quo, the 
current FAR approach (a subset of the Differences Approach) as the starting point, and 
only move gradually to progressively incorporate an active approach, based on Value for 
money and Relative benefits (or use road classification as an initial proxy for relative 
benefit). 
 

3. The AA considers that while a level playing field approach seems at face value sensible, 
the reality is that level outcomes are what we are seeking, in terms of value. Hence the AA 
argues strongly against a flat FAR for all output classes and all entities. The AA considers 
that NZTA should seek to set a FAR that achieves the best value outcomes for the national 
land transport system. 
 

4. The AA seeks a position on the FAR Reference Group for this and following stages of the 
FAR review as it can add value to the discussions and assist NZTA reach better outcomes 
for a partnership approach that reflects the interests of road users as well as ratepayers. 
 
General Comments 
 
Functions of the FAR System 

5. The discussion document does not explicitly acknowledge the following functions of the 
FAR, which are important parts of the equation: 
• The requirement to co-fund implied in the FAR ensures that local bodies have “skin in 

the game” and hence are less likely to overspend when their own money is involved. It 
is important that this incentive be retained. 

• One purpose of the FAR is to use the limited NZTA funding to leverage greater total 
investment in the transport networks.  

 
6. While it may seem unpalatable to say the above, they are nonetheless implicit in the 

current arrangements. We urge NZTA to consider in reading these general comments 
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whether there are additional principles or approaches that might need to be added in light 
of this.  
 

7. The FAR is a way to enlarge the funding pool for the land transport system. Just as local 
bodies strategise to maximise the NLTF funding they get; road users (and NZTA on all our 
behalf) should strategise to maximise the amount of the ratepayer funding contribution. If 
the FAR review results in a higher average FAR (currently 50% for maintenance), this 
would release rates funding. Some of that rates funding might be used for road 
maintenance, but it is likely that it would be used for non-roading local purposes. 
 

8. To extend this further, the purpose is not simply to leverage the greatest total funds, but the 
greatest quality of projects in terms of best value outcomes. Thus the AA considers an 
option that has been missed is a FAR that specifically incentivises higher quality 
projects, rather than just business as usual. The AA would support a FAR approach 
that incentivises local bodies to identify and seek NLTF funding for the greatest 
national value for money in the local systems. A passive (bulk funding) approach does 
not do this. We need NZTA to be an active co-funder, extending the “smart purchaser” 
model it adopted some time ago, rather than retreating to an approach where it loses all 
control of road user funding. 
 

9. A negotiated compromise is the usual approach to co-funding between partners. While it is 
very easy for NZTA to administer the current FAR, it gives the negotiation power away to 
local government partners on nearly a billion dollars a year. If the FAR changes to a more 
complex system, NZTA will have to gear up to administer it, as a direct consequence. 
However the value obtained from a more hands on approach should more than cover the 
added costs. 
 

Accountability framework 
10. The reason there is 100% FAR for State highways and 50% FAR for local roads (apart 

from there being no other funding source for State highways) is that State highways serve 
a national function; local roads carry mainly local traffic and significantly affect property 
values, serve an access function and provide local amenity. Tax theory supports using a 
national level tax (eg road user funding like fuel excise and RUC) for mobile payers, to fund 
national expenses where there is national but no local accountability, and local taxes for 
local benefits (ie residents). 
 

11. The NZ Automobile Association (AA) notes that motorised road users (1.35 million of whom 
are AA Members) wholly fund the nearly $3 billion pa National Land Transport Fund. This 
is through a central government accountability framework direct to the duly elected Minister 
of Transport. There is no accountability for petrol tax and RUC through the local 
government electoral process, and local ratepayers and national motorised road users are 
not even slightly the same people with the same interests.  
 

12. NZTA is responsible for allocating the funds on behalf of us all. To the extent that NZTA 
shares costs with local government, it is to achieve outcomes sought by central 
government, and is accountable to central government. 
 
Principles 

13. The AA agrees with the principles in the discussion paper; they all appear logical.  
1) Seek value for money from the NLTF 
2) Support a “whole of network” approach 
3) Recognise interests of, and benefits received by, transport users and ratepayers 
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4) Financially responsible 
5) Exhibit social and environmental responsibility 
6) Efficient to apply (relates to overhead costs) 
7) Transparent (principles) and evidence based  
8) Balance certainty and responsiveness. 

 
14. The AA considers that the first principle is the most important; value for money must be 

achieved from road user funds for the wider strategic benefit of the country. We strongly 
emphasise that simply having “skin in the game” does not guarantee local bodies will 
achieve value for NZTA’s money. This is a very important point. Local bodies ideas about 
what constitutes value for money can differ considerably from a national viewpoint. For 
example, local bodies have been known to engage in ‘pork barrel politics’; NZTA would not 
be fulfilling its obligations to be financially prudent if that was achieved with road user 
funds. 50/50 funding goes hand in hand with 50/50 input on decision making. 
 

15. A concern about principle 2 is that there is no clear single definition of a “whole of network” 
approach; this needs an agreed definition. We suggest it should formally recognise the 
important contribution of both urban and rural road networks, as well as other modes and 
inter-modal connections. A strong District view is that rural area funding should not be 
compromised in favour of RONS and urban areas, and that the needs of different need to 
be fairly taken into account. Another issue is that of network resilience – that some links 
are not important in and of themselves, but provide critical backup in the context of network 
failure. 
 

16. A concern with principle 3 is that it appears to be interpreted in different ways in the 
discussion document. We suggest adding the words “and reflects a partnership model 
between joint funding agencies”. 
 

17. Principle 4 should include accountability for spending. 
 
Principle 9: Safety principle 

18. In terms of any “other principles” NZ is a signatory to the WHO Decade of Action on Road 
Safety. At least as important as ‘social and environmental responsibility’ (principle 5), the 
AA would like to see an additional principle that specifically recognises the WHO road 
safety targets and strategic importance of the Safe System in Safer Journeys. This is an 
example the need to fund for outcomes not inputs. Safety needs to be given explicit priority 
in the FAR principles, FAR approach and project evaluation process because local bodies 
are not investing sufficiently in road safety retrofits, and have little local incentive to do so 
because there is little local voter support.  
 
Funding Approaches 

 
Different FARs for different purposes and output classes 

19. The discussion document imbeds the assumption that the FAR approach should be the 
same across all output classes, projects and funding categories. While the idea of a level 
playing field is seductive, it assumes inputs equal outputs. If, because of an accident of 
history, high quality road safety education initiatives have no funding streams, while road 
maintenance funding has always had a funding stream, then it would send the wrong 
signals and not achieve value for money outcomes to give them the same funding rates. A 
superior FAR approach achieves consistent value for money outcomes, not provides the 
same inputs.  
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20. Critical success factors for local body road maintenance and public transport service 
provision are certainty and predictability of budget forecasts. Conversely critical success 
factors for road safety improvements are having incentives (positive and negative) related 
to best practice, value for money and “fit” to strategy. Road safety engineering is difficult to 
monitor and manage; we could suggest ranking tables or benchmarking against known 
good performance. 
 
Passive Approaches 

21. The AA considers that the various approaches can be separated into active and passive 
approaches. The following approaches are all essentially passive approaches that do not 
vary based on whether the investment programme is of high or average value; that is they 
do not incentivise value, simply passively accept the local body’s priorities or lack thereof: 
• Flat  
• Revenue 
• Population 
• Contribution 
• Differences 
 
Flat approach   

22. A flat FAR gives all output classes and organisations the same weighting, and does not 
incentivise local bodies to prioritise any particular activity. The AA strongly disagrees with 
the discussion paper that this means that “approved organisations’ decisions... would be 
made on the basis of factors such as best value for money and the outcomes that would be 
achieved from different activities”. In reality, often the highest value initiatives are those that 
have not had traditional sources of funding.  
 

23. What approved organisations consider best value for money may be sometimes 
diametrically opposed to what road users consider best value for money, and both may 
differ to what is in the national interest. The outcomes being sought are also based on 
different values. Different activities and projects benefit road users to a different extent, 
represent better or worse value for money, better or worse outcomes, and have a different 
local vs national function. While local bodies quite rightly seek to achieve local benefits for 
their voting base, the AA believes that NZTA should not passively accept that the local 
benefits are aligned with national benefits.  
 

24. The discussion paper also proposes that a flat FAR “would assist consistent levels of 
service for similar land transport activities being achieved nationally”. This is not the case. 
This is again confusing inputs with outcomes. A flat FAR would mean that poor regions had 
poor roads and rich regions had high quality roads. A flat FAR would mean high value local 
projects that are nationally important may well not proceed. A key issue for the AA is that 
the local arterial road system has not been expanded in line with traffic growth, and the 
burden has fallen onto the State highway system. A flat FAR does not give NZTA the ability 
to incentivise local road projects that would result in a more balanced transport system that 
better supports the road hierarchy.  
 

25. The AA suggests that given the national productivity impact of nearly $1 billion 
infrastructure spending per year, the FAR review could benefit from input from some of the 
best economic minds being applied to the issue. 
 

26. The AA position is that the FAR is a co-funding mechanism, not a bulk funding mechanism, 
and it is important to use road user funds to incentivise projects that benefit road users 
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rather than ratepayers. NZTA should not be a passive funder.  Bulk funding disconnects 
the local body from NZTA; NZTA ceases to be able to require anything and instead of 
being a smart purchaser instead holds a passive and relatively weak “yes/no” role on 
project approvals, instead of being able to influence what is in the funding pipeline.  
 
Revenue approach 

27. As well as being a simple bulk funding approach, which we oppose for the same reasons 
as above, the revenue approach overlooks the interconnectedness of the nation’s economy 
and people, and effectively separates NZ into a series of small independent self-funding 
fiefdoms. Rural regions could be seriously disadvantaged by approaches based solely or 
principally on revenue, contribution or population. This will not necessarily result in the 
strategic standards of the “one network” around the country. 
 

28. While even our local Districts can have a parochial view about where the money is spent, 
the AA nationally has always supported the use of the NLTF to achieve best value for 
money, irrespective of where it was raised. Although the linked somewhat to vehicle 
volumes and hence need, revenue collection has little to do with the best use of funds to 
achieve the best outcomes. That is, if one life can be saved by spending Region 1’s funds 
in Region 1, and 10 lives saved by spending it in Region 2, it would be criminal to insist the 
funds be spent in Region 1. The same applies for other types of projects such as those 
with efficiency or environmental outcomes. The national land transport fund should be 
spent to benefit the whole country; the benefits will be appreciated when people travel 
outside their own area, and the lives saved, public health cost reductions and productivity 
gains will benefit the whole country.  
 
Population approach 

29. This approach, as well as having the drawbacks above, has its own flaw. Some Districts 
(eg Waikato, West Coast, the Desert Road) carry a high proportion of non-local traffic and 
their roads have critical national roles. The whole South Island has a low population density 
but a large road network to maintain. Like the revenue approach, a population based 
approach overlooks the value of a national transport network. Cities would get higher FARs 
than rural bodies, but city dwellers would suffer with lower quality roads when they travel 
outside their residential area. 
 
Contribution approach 

30. The discussion paper assumes that heavy vehicles are the main contribution to GDP, but 
in fact they are a relatively small contributor; light vehicles are the predominant source of 
GDP. Further, it is not clear whether GDP is a sensible basis to allocate funding shares. If 
a sector has a high contribution but low transport needs (eg Weta Workshop) there is no 
value in providing higher quality transport provision than the need. That is, this does not 
represent value for money, which should be the litmus test. The AA does not agree with the 
contribution approach.  
 
Differences approach (includes Current Approach: Status Quo) 

31. The Differences Approach is again a passive bulk funding approach, which the AA 
considers to does not make best use of NZTA funds.  
 
Status quo 
The current FAR formula is a version of the Differences Approach, based on ability to pay 
and need (cost of the maintenance programme). For road maintenance, AA Districts 
strongly support the continued recognition of ability to pay and need, ie road programme.  
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32. Most AA Districts were concerned that a change to the current FAR approach would 
reduce roading quality and safety in rural regions; several Districts were strongly of the 
view that the current approach should be retained. 
 

33. The AA supports a careful transition from the base FAR; rather than breaking the system, it 
should be gradually managed so that no region is forced to suddenly halt funding before 
having systems in place to manage it. Should NZTA decide to introduce other elements to 
the FAR, the predominant proportion of the FAR should substantively continue with the 
existing approach.  
 

34. The AA position is to substantively retain the current FAR Approach, while including some 
“active” components as discussed further below such as value for money, relative benefit, 
road classification and incentives to create better transport outcomes.  
 
Other Differences 

35. A flaw in the current Base FAR is that It only gradually responds to change (a 3 year rolling 
average of total costs). This benefits regions with a declining spend and disadvantages 
regions with a climbing spend. The AA considers that NZTA needs to address the issue of 
different rates of growth (and negative growth). NZTA could forecast the needed FAR using 
the history of previous years’ spending, rating base and traffic growth to forecast FAR more 
accurately for areas with high growth or steep declines. 
 

36. The discussion paper proposes three other differences that a FAR could take into account:  
• Ability to raise rates revenue (eg rateable land value, capital value, or deprivation 

index) 
• Costs of various activities (eg topology) 
• Demand (eg number of heavy vehicles) . 

 
37. The AA does not support including different underlying costs of new work (eg topology); 

regions with higher underlying costs should have to demonstrate commensurably higher 
benefits to get project approval, as is the case currently. Including topology would be 
counter to achieving best value for money from the land transport fund. It is not a prudent 
approach to invest funds to achieve the same land transport outcomes in a mountainous 
area as a flat area; indeed it would be impossible.  
 

38. The underlying demand is also not a factor in the current Base FAR formula, and for good 
reason. There is a case for reimbursing local bodies based on heavy vehicle damage to 
their local roads, because NZTA collects the RUC based on that damage. For example, 
more RUC is collected when an area converts to dairing, but those funds are not 
reinvested in the area that the damage is being caused, leaving the local body out of 
pocket. Areas with congestion (high demand) are also faced often with high costs to 
improve outcomes for a large number of people. 
 
Active Approaches 

39. Active approaches empower NZTA as an active purchaser of outcomes on behalf of road 
users, taking a broad national view of the network. The AA supports the use of an Active 
approach, while retaining substantive components of the existing FAR for road 
maintenance. 
 
Classification approach 

40. There is a precedent for FARs differing by road classification; State highways receive 
100% FAR. Some local roads carry a significant amount of national traffic, sometimes 
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called “intermediate roads”.  While it makes strategic sense to incentivise a higher standard 
on intermediate roads with a higher FAR, it has always been too difficult. Local bodies have 
an incentive to attempt to maximise the number of intermediate roads and relitigate 
negative decisions. There is a robust system for defining and reviewing which roads are 
State highways, but there is no hard and fast rule about which roads qualify as 
intermediate roads. Work is underway, but we are a long way off from a nationally agreed, 
consistent and unambiguous classification for all local roads. There is also no national 
classification for other modes. 
 

41. The AA considers this concept should be investigated further, because it would give and 
incentive to reverse the persistent underinvestment in the higher classification local roads 
(eg arterials). To balance the incentive for local bodies to classify as many roads as 
possible at higher classifications, NZTA could require local bodies to demonstrate greater 
access management on higher classification roads. 
 

42. The drawback is that simply being a higher classification road does not mean that a project 
has better value for money and better outcomes. Some higher classification roads may 
already be high standard and not need further investment, for example. However, a 
classification based FAR could be simplistic way to indicate better value for money, a more 
consistent national strategic network and improved safety outcomes. It could be a useful 
stepping stone towards these other more complex approaches. 
 
Incentive approach 

43. The incentive approach has strong points but also carries fish hooks. For example, if a 
local body uses an old fashioned contracting approach that costs 20% more than the 
benchmark other District would achieve for the same outcomes, NZTA could pay a lower 
share, to reflect the value for money that NZTA could have purchased elsewhere. The AA 
agrees that NZTA should incentivise local bodies to use methods that improve value for 
money eg reduce maintenance costs.  
 

44. Some Districts had a concern that when combining an incentive based approach with an 
overall lack of funds and the general underspend on road maintenance, less well resourced 
rural regions would be disadvantaged.  
 

45. The Road Maintenance Task Force specifically proposed that NZTA incentivise local 
authorities to collaborate and combine their roading programmes to gain economies of 
scale, and the AA supports this. 
 

46. Incentivising performance is, however, not the same as incentivising outcomes. The 
analogy is that it is being more efficient at hacking your way but through the wrong forest. 
So it is still important to specify what outcomes NZTA wishes to purchase, as well as the 
most cost effective way to go about purchasing them. 
 
Relative benefit approach  

47. There is a case that the FAR should be related to the proportion of national vs local 
benefits. The AA supports a FAR that is proportional to the relative benefits to the 
paying road users vs ratepayers, and to relative benefits to national (eg bypasses) 
vs local road users (eg cul de sacs). This would mean that NZTA was purchasing 
national distributed benefits to the national transport system, which the public is electing 
the government to provide, while ratepayers were purchasing localised benefits to the local 
transport systems which they are electing their politicians to provide. 
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48. Of the above approaches, the best fit to achieving value for money from the NLTF is the 
Relative Benefits approach plus elements of the classification system. However, we would 
suggest there is a serious omission in the discussion document; a Value for Money FAR 
Approach. 
 
Suggested “Value for Money” Approach 

49. In some regions there are projects with high returns in terms of outcomes to road users 
and the nation generally, such as road safety retrofits, that do not proceed, while others 
that have small local benefits, such as seal extensions, are put forward. Local bodies would 
have an incentive to identify put forward the higher value projects if they attract a higher 
assistance rate.  
 

50. The AA suggests an approach that provides a higher FAR for projects that have 
better outcomes, from a national perspective, and lower FAR for projects that have 
only small local benefits. This is similar to the Relative Benefit Approach, but also takes 
into account the overall value for money outcomes purchased from the expenditure. Thus a 
project that results in safety benefits that are 10 times the cost, for example, could receive 
an 80% FAR while a project that achieves average outcomes could receive a 40% FAR. 
This is not to say that all benefits should be valued in dollar terms, as good outcomes may 
result from high strategic fit with the national transport strategy or Government Policy 
Statement. 
 

51. A concern about this approach is that it could be complex, and that it duplicates the funding 
evaluation process. However, it does not duplicate funding evaluation, as the latter does 
not incentivise local bodies to seek out and put forward projects that they would not with 
just the “yes/no” approach of the evaluation framework.  
 
Auckland funding 

52. Auckland AA District has suggested that given the special funding issues for Auckland, if a 
regional petrol tax is introduced it could be combined with a lower FAR for Auckland to 
appease other regions (a larger cake being divided in a way which means all the added 
income doesn’t just go to Auckland but increases the shares for other regions). 
 
Total Mobility and Community Education 

53. The more social of NZTA funding classes do not fall into the same category as the others. 
There are totally different set ups in terms of co-funding and outcomes sought. In these 
areas it is even more important to fund for very clear outcomes, and to fund for value, 
rather than fund on a level playing field. 
 
Membership of FAR Reference Group 
 

54. The FAR Review Reference Group needs balance because local government is strongly 
represented but it contains no representatives of those paying for the NLTF. The interests 
of the two groups are very different and both sides need to be at the discussion to draw out 
the issues. The AA seeks to be included in the Reference Group for this and subsequent 
Stages of the FAR review, particularly Stage 3 which will recommend the approach 
forward. We believe we can add significant value in bringing the motorist perspective to the 
table, on behalf of our 1.35 million Members, and that by including the AA NZTA will 
achieve better outcomes. 

 
55. Local bodies have an incentive is to increase their FAR (reduce the amount of rates 

funding required). This either has to come from other local bodies (by opting for a FAR 
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formula that favours their region) or from motorised road users (by increasing the average 
FAR above 50%).  
 

56. Local bodies also have incentive to favour local residents over the interests of the travelling 
public. The two sets of interests are more often than not diametrically opposed. In addition 
to local bodies having no mandate to distribute road user funds, they do not reflect road 
user priorities. 

 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

57. It is important to transition carefully. The current Base FAR calculation has been 
stable for a long time, and local body maintenance budgets are very sensitive to 
changes in the Base FAR. We would suggest that any changes to the maintenance 
FAR should take the current passive FAR approach (a subset of the Differences 
Approach) as a starting point and move progressively and gradually to incorporate 
more Active approaches. 
 

58. A combination of the status quo (a passive approach based on Differences) and active 
approaches is preferred.  Active approaches give much more scope to purchase outcomes 
that represent value for money from the FAR system. The AA prefers that NZTA actively 
use funds raised from our Members to purchase the best possible total outcomes 
for the country on a national basis, whether that is safety outcomes, strategic 
outcomes, travel times or GDP.  
 

59. A one’ size fits all’ will struggle to provide a reasonable outcome. The AA suggests a 
combined approach will be needed, and it could feature Base plus Value for Money, 
Relative Benefits and possibly Classification FAR Approaches. If there is a project with 
higher benefits it should get a higher FAR; if safety benefits, a higher FAR; if national 
benefits and few local benefits, a higher FAR; and vice versa. 
 

60. The discussion paper seems to imply that the FAR approach will be the same for each type 
of activity (maintenance, construction or public transport). The AA considers the FAR 
should be quite different for different purposes. A stable expenditure like road maintenance 
has quite different local funding constraints and historical funding streams than the large 
lump sum expenditures for new projects, and quite different incentives will work in each 
case. It is very unlikely that the same funding approach will be appropriate for both.  
 

61. We note that public transport walking and cycling are very localised activities within a local 
body area. The costs and the benefits are fairly localised to residents. The proportion of 
funding for the various modes should not be based on trying to artificially “level the playing 
field” through level inputs, but there should be recognition of relative accountabilities 
between the different elected bodies and their funding sources. The outcome should be 
that value for money projects are put forward, and similar values are achieved across all 
output classes, rather than inputs being identical which does NOT guarantee that 
outcomes are identical. 
 

62. The AA suggests the following approaches for the different output classes:  
• Maintenance: incentivise activities that local bodies are not doing enough of with a 

higher FAR (eg safety retrofits), and reduce the FAR to activities that result in less 
relevant outcomes or are a lower strategic fit (eg seal extensions). We suggest a 
combination of the status quo (for continuity), Value for Money, Relative Benefits 
(and/or Road Classification) Approaches. NZTA should review what is happening with 
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respect to maintenance vs renewals to ensure there is an appropriate balance in 
outcomes. 

• New projects: incentivise national projects, or projects that will deliver better overall 
outcomes rather than just a small but vocal group. We suggest basing it completely on 
the Value for Money and Relative Benefits Approaches. 

• Public transport: a higher FAR for services that better address congestion. This 
should be based on the Value for Money and Relative Benefits Approaches, but 
transition gradually from the current FARs for each regional council. 

 
 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
 

 
Jayne Gale  
Principle Adviser – Motoring Policy 
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